


‘Everyday Equality’ 
and justice policy

Or, how big a problem is LASPO, 
and how much can we hope to mitigate?



The Legal Aid, Sentencing and Punishment of 
Offenders (LASPO) Act 2012 

Four main aims:

• Discourage unnecessary and adversarial litigation at public 

expense

• Target legal aid at those who need it most

• Make significant savings to the cost of the scheme

• Deliver better overall value for money for the taxpayer

One year in, NAO found out that only cost saving was achieved

Five years on, LASPO now assessed against these aims



Relevant LASPO changes

• The (all but) disappearance of Welfare Benefits

• …except for Upper Tribunal appeals “on points of law”

• …from regional contracts to a bolt-on for local contracts

• The appearance of Discrimination as a discrete category

• …but only through the (untried) mandatory telephone gateway

• …need to get past lay call handlers to get to lawyers

How is this working out in practice?



Discrimination telephone gateway

• PLP report: more of a gate-keeper than a gateway

• Some evidence of reasonable adjustments not being made

• Disjointed provision and a broken pipeline:

– Legal aid: by telephone by default

– EASS: is it referring? How many get through?

– Local legal/advice agencies: reluctant to refer

• Disappointing performance: last year gateway helped fewer than 

1,200 discrimination cases nationwide



Telephone gateway example

‘Paul’ is a military veteran who suffers with Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder and is

on medication for depression and anxiety. He is also a victim of domestic violence

and has residence of his young daughter. He was facing eviction by his mortgage

lender within less than a week.

The Law Centre solicitor called the gateway while with him in order to ask for the

entitlement number to be able to provide face-to-face advice, so she could make

an application to prevent his eviction and represent him at court. This reasonable

adjustment was repeatedly declined, and only enabled by escalating the matter

to the Legal Aid Agency contract manager.

This enabled her to prevent Paul’s eviction despite the bank’s opposition, and help

him apply for a relief grant to clear his debt arrears. A less experienced lawyer, or

one less familiar with legal aid guidance, would have given up and Paul and his

daughter would have been evicted.



Exceptional Case Funding (ECF)

• Not the same as exceptional funding before LASPO

• Sold to Parliament as a ‘safety net’ scheme that would ensure 

compliance with Human Rights Act

• No clarity about the merit threshold means that many 

applications (outside immigration and inquests) are uncertain

• First two years: very poor performance, under 300 grants

• ECF form halved in length to 7 pages

• Accumulated experience giving rise to guidance on applying and 

better success rates

• Still, last year had under 1,000 grants nationwide: is this ‘safety 

net’ working?



Exceptional Case Funding example

‘Sue’ had a complex welfare benefits Upper Tribunal case, which already had

permission to appeal – meaning the judge had already acknowledged important

points of law in the case – and was listed for a hearing. A Law Centre advised her,

took on her case and applied for ECF last September. A barrister agreed to cover

the hearing and undertake preliminary work.

At first, the Legal Aid Agency declined, claiming that Sue’s case was within scope

of normal legal aid. The Law Centre solicitor had to remind them of their own

rules, whereby normal legal aid funding at this level was not applicable when

representation is needed. The Agency then questioned the appeal’s merits again

and made several requests for document copies from Sue’s file. After an 18-week

wait, legal aid was finally granted in January, a fortnight before hearing.



The elephant in the room: unmet need

• 14 million people in the UK live in poverty 

• Of them, 3.9 million people have a disability

• Nearly a third (32%) have had a legal problem in previous 18 

months, or 40% of people with disability [LPRS 2015/2017]

• Donald Hirsch report for the Law Society: even people in poverty 

are still denied legal aid for not passing the means test 

• After UNISON judgment, we can take reasonable affordability 

argument much further

• After all, civil legal aid helped only 292,000 cases last year



Employment tribunal receipts – Discrimination

Year Age Disability Race Religion Sex Sexuality Total

2013-14 1,194 5,196 3,064 584 13,722 361 24,121

2014-15 1,087 3,106 1,858 339 4,471 189 11,050

2015-16 12,636 3,470 2,002 340 5,380 188 24,016

2016-17 7,628 3,794 2,240 384 8,841 197 23,084

2017-18 YTD 6,357 3,738 2,087 479 4,389 214 17,264

Discrimination legal aid – new cases

Year Legal help NMS Certificates granted ECF grants Total

2013-14 2,301 5 0 2,306

2014-15 1,602 11 0 1,613

2015-16 1,417 6 0 1,423

2016-17 1,184 11 0 1,195

2017-18 YTD 1,150 10 0 1,160



SSCS tribunal receipts – especially ESA and PIP

Year ESA appeals PIP appeals Other FT appeals Total

2012-13 327,961 - 179,169 507,131

2013-14 232,630 1,017 168,249 401,896

2014-15 43,136 20,899 48,047 112,082

2015-16 56,110 61,529 39,506 157,145

2016-17 87,857 104,205 36,542 228,604

2017-18 YTD 66,848 82,969 27,873 177,690

Welfare Benefits legal aid – new cases

Year Legal aid NMS Certificate grants ECF grants Total

2012-13 82,526 16 N/A 82,542

2013-14 163 8 0 171

2014-15 505 6 3 514

2015-16 250 9 2 261

2016-17 442 10 8 460

2017-18 YTD 348 6 8 362



Final thoughts

There is scope for improving uptake of public provision:

• Public legal information: know discrimination when you see it

• Early detection beyond the advice sector, with help from tools 

and guidance for practitioners, e.g. Everyday Equality, PLP

• Switching channels: telephone alongside face-to-face, not 

instead of it; discrimination as low-volume area, like public law

• Improving referrals onto gateway or off it to face-to-face as 

reasonable adjustment: improve monitoring, maybe incentives

• ECF to be less ‘exceptional’, with greater clarity on threshold 

definitions to satisfy

However, the scale of unmet legal need remains overwhelming. 

Nothing short of policy review could materially change this. 


